Ladies and Gentlemen,
As part of our project, and to allow you to have a more enjoyable weekend in Poitiers, we are organizing a discovery weekend of the Vienne. We selected with care the most attractive and representative sites of our department.
This organization is part of a Marketing project conducted by Elodie GIBOYAU, André AGUEH,
Ayélé DEGBOEVI, Laîla MALIKI and Sadia Awa FALL, under the responsibility of our professor
Martine AGUILAR.
NB:
To guarantee the best prices, the program will only be possible with a minimum of 20 participants; and takes
place over three days starting on Friday March 28th at 7:30 PM. You have a choice between Friday, Saturday and Sunday activities. If you wish, you are welcome to join us in more than one activity.
For the settlement Please contact Miss Amélie MORIN at the Tourism House of Poitiers
( 45 place Charles de Gaule, 86009 Poitiers. Tél: 05 49 41 46 14, email: receptif@ot-poitiers.fr)

You will find on the following pages the detail of the stay….

City of Art and History, Poitiers is nick named the
city of hundred bell towers. It is an open book with
2000 years of history and paradoxically, a city strongly
drawn to the future with prestigious and modern
buildings.

The Futuroscope is a perfect symbol of an avant-garde
city. Many leading research centres benefit from the
25000 university campus students.
In an area midway between Paris (1h27) and Bordeaux
(1h30) by TGV, Poitiers is waiting for you to write its most
beautiful pages…

PROGRAMME DES ACTIVITES
Friday, March 28, 2008 :
5.30 PM: Departure to downtown Poitiers by bus from the
University
6.00 PM : Guided tour of the area of Saint-Hilaire included discovery of the St Hilaire’s church built during the roman period.

The area of St Hilaire
Presentation of

Blossac Park: a french park with different

The church of ST Hilaire allowed
this burg development. Indeed this
church is considered by UNESCO
7.30 PM : Dinner in the restaurant Antipodes , situated in a
as a world heritage site .
thematic gardens and a lot of greenery.

splendid twelfth century wine cellar
11.00 PM : Off to Poitiers
The price of this day:

53,30 euros per person
It includes : Transportation by bus, dinner: wine and coffer included
Its doesn’t include: Insurance and personal expenses

Friday , March 28, 2008
RESTAURANT ANTIPODES
MENU
Kir
Salade de Cochets, Chèvre Chaud sur Pomme Reinette et Œuf de Caille
Ou
Mouclade vendéenne en Caquelon et Gratinée
Filet de Truite en far et Grenailles en pot
Ou
Canard farci à la poitevine, mélange vert à la crème
Broyé et Mûres sur une Fleurette
Ou
Grimolle servie tiède et sa Glace noisette
Fromage
1/4 de vin par personne
Café

Satuday, March 29, 2008 :
9.00 AM : Departure to Chauvigny by bus, from downtown
Poitiers with a stop at Beaulieu.

At the heart of the Medieval city of
Chauvigny, the Giants of Heaven offer an impressive show. You will be
amazed by the majestic flight of
eagles and other birds.

9.45 AM: Arrival at the Donjon square in Chauvigny to meet
a local guide to discover downtown Chauvigny. (English/
French). It is an unparalleled medieval site presenting the ruins of several castles. Discover the Collegiate church of SaintPierre and its magnificent Romanesque sculptures.
11.30 AM: Spectacle of free flying birds.
12.30 AM: Lunch at a restaurant in Chauvigny.
2.00 PM: Departure to Saint-Savin.
2.30 PM : Guided tour of the Abbey of Saint-Savin.
4.00 PM : Departure to Angles sur l’Anglin.

Dominated by the remnants of a castle, the village of Angle sur Anglin is
perched on the cliffs of Anglin. It is
regarded as one of the most beautiful villages in France.

4.30 PM : Guided tour (in English) of the village of Angles
sur l’Anglin.
5.15 PM : Off to Poitiers
The price of this day is :
62,40 euros per person.
It includes : Transportation by bus, guided tour of Chauvigny,
Saint-Savin and Angles sur l’Anglin , the entries to the monuments. The free, flying birds show, lunch, wine and coffee.
It does not include : insurance and personal expenses.

An absolute must of roman art, the
Abbey Saint-Savin is considered by
UNESCO as a world heritage site for
the exceptional richness of the
painted decorations that adorn this
Church of the twelfth Century.

Sunday, March 30, 2008 :

Pioneer leisure park in France, the
Futuroscope was created by René
Monory in the late 80’s.

9.15 AM: Departure to the Futuroscope by bus from downtown Poitiers with a stop at Beaulieu.
Since it’s opening to the public on
May 31,1984,with the ambitious mis10.00 AM : the day will devoted to the discovery of the sion to tame the Future, the FuturoFuturoscope, the european park of the image. Accompanied scope has hosted more than 32 milby a hostess you will discover the various attractions and lion visitors, making it the 2nd
events in the park.
French recreational park.
12.30 PM : Lunch buffet at a restaurant in the Futuroscope.
Continue the visit of the Futuroscope
5.00 PM : Off to Poitiers.
The price of this day is :
52 euros per person
It includes : Transportation by bus, the tour (in English) of the
Futuroscope Park, entry to Park, access to the various attractions and lunch, wine and coffee included.
It doesn’t include : Insurance, personal expenses.

Thrills, large format images, dazzling, performances, interactive and
sensory adventures…. On a large
park full of surprises, imagine you
explore the world differently and
have a taste of the future today
having lots of fun.

